The PG-1A adapter allows you to record your own sounds into your FOXPRO from any outside audio source, such as a tape, cd, MP3 player, computer, etc. You can make a back-up of your FOXPRO sound prior to recording over it, so that you can install it later, if you choose. To make a back-up of your FOXPRO sound, simply connect one end of the patch cable into the external speaker jack of the FOXPRO, and connect the other end into a line level input jack of your recording device. Follow the instructions below to record your own sound into your FOXPRO.

1) Connect the audio source (Walkman, etc.) to the PG-1A connector marked "Source" using the supplied patch cable.

2) Connect headphones to the connector marked "Headphones".

3) Choose the sound position on your FOXPRO where you want to record your new sound, and turn the knob on the back of your unit to the selected sound.

CAUTION! The existing sound will be erased during this procedure!

4) Connect the programming pigtail from the caller to the PG-1A cable. This pigtail is located behind the battery tray foam padding.

5) Turn on the caller and adjust the volume to a low level.

6) While listening with the headphones, play the audio source and adjust it's volume to a moderate level.

7) Locate the part of the sound you want to record. You can record a maximum of about 30 seconds per position.

8) To begin recording, press and hold the red pushbutton marked "Record". If you release the button after less than 30 seconds, the recording will end when the button is released. If you hold the button down too long, the recording will automatically stop at the maximum recording time.

9) To listen to your sound, unplug the caller pigtail and turn up the volume some. The sound you recorded will play and repeat.

Some Hints:
If the sound is weak, increase the volume on the audio source and try again. If the sound is heavy or distorted, reduce the volume setting. If you want the sound recorded with a break, hold the record button for a few seconds before starting to play the sound source. Note that the volume control on the FOXPRO does not adjust the recording level. Also, remember that the original sound you recorded over is erased and cannot be recovered!